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Terms and Conditions (Full details can be found on our web site)
Goods are offered on an invitation to buy basis not a right to sell. We measure
and weigh all items accurately but please allow a reasonable tolerance for
varieties in our supply. 
Our Privacy Policy is that we will only record the details necessary for the
completion of your order and NEVER reveal this information to any 3rd party.
Prices are quoted in Pounds Sterling including UK VAT at the prevailing rate
(17.5% as of November 2008) and are subject to change without notice.
Payment Methods accepted are American Express, Visa, Mastercard, Delta,
Switch, Solo, Electron, Cheque, Bankers draft or Postal orders in pounds
sterling drawn on an U.K. bank. You can also transfer funds directly to our U.K.
bank account in Sterling or Euros.
If the delivery address differs from the cardholder address when paying by
credit or debit card for the first time we will charge an extra fee of up to £1 to
perform additional security checks to help prevent card fraud.  
Supply is subject to and shall be interpreted in accordance with the laws of
England and the Parties hereby subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the
English Courts thereof. 
We are very confident that you will be extremely satisfied with our products.
Nevertheless, our returns policy is in accordance with the distance selling
regulations so that you are entitled to return goods, at your own expense,
within 10 days of receipt. Personalised goods are exempt.
Your statutory rights as a consumer are not affected by any of our terms.

If you want to avoid the high cost of buying a quality roulette wheel set for your
party at home then we can offer you the option to rent a pack containing all the
necessary parts. We also provide instructions and rules to run all the hire
games but if you think that will be too difficult then you can book ex-casino
staff to operate the hired games. We charge a booking fee of £10 for finding
such staff on your behalf and you’ll usually need to pay them directly £50 to £75
for a standard date depending on location and time of year. 

Game Code Price
45cm Roulette HPK001 £100.00
60cm Roulette HPK011 £150.00
Blackjack HPK002 £25.00
Craps / Dice HPK005 £25.00
Mini Baccarat HPK006 £25.00
Casino Stud poker HPK004 £35.00
Texas Hold Em HPK003 £25.00
Cloth Upgrade HPK040 £25.00
Equipment Collection HPK 020 £20.00
Croupier Booking Fee HPK021 £10.00

NOTES
Croupier Booking Fee is optional and will
incur an extra fee for the croupier time and
travel.
Standard delivery charges apply, non-uk
mainland will incur additional costs.
Equipment Collection is optional but
without it you must make your own
arrangements to return hired goods to us at
your own expense.
No VAT is charged on these items as they
are operated by a non-VAT registered third
party appointed by Poker Shop.

If you want more than a basic set that includes a felt cloth 180 x 100cm
(6 x 3’3’’) and 45cm (18”) wheel then you can upgrade to a 60cm (24”) wheel
for an extra £50 or a 270 x 150cm (9x5’) baize cloth for an extra £25. There are
several other casino games that you can also hire.

HPK001

  The hired items are usually sent
2 days before the date of your
event, to allow time for rare
courier or packing mistakes to
be rectified. Collection is
normally arranged the day after
the event. You can request an
earlier delivery if you plan to
have several practices but this
is subject to availability.
Extensions can be arranged for
an extra fee.
Goods must be returned in
reasonable condition. Any
significant damage or losses
are chargeable at the full
replacement value.
Surcharges may apply for late
bookings that include croupier
or any dates in December.
Only available in the UK.

HPK002
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Delivery of orders
Please sign all your courier delivery receipts UNCHECKED

(If TNT sign as DAMAGED).
When you place your order we will endeavour to have it ready for the delivery
agent to collect at 3pm the next working day. There is a packing fee of £5
applied to all orders and this includes a 2 working day delivery service to UK
mainland addresses (as per delivery agents terms and conditions). Additional
fees apply for next day, timed deliveries before 1pm, an afternoon delivery, non
UK mainland or overseas addresses. Our responsibility for goods in transit
ends at the boundary of our premises.
Personalised goods or large items requiring alteration or special packing
attention are subject to delay according to workload at the time of your
order but our customer service team will endeavour to keep you advised
of any significant hold ups.



Oval Table with Cushion Rail 3 section
This 3 section table is joined with 3 hinges on each of the 2 folds that
make this the best of its kind in the marketplace. The  table measures
210 x 110 x 5cm (82 x 42 x 2'') when laid flat and comes complete in
a carry bag with a shoulder strap making it easy to transport. The
padding around the edge  is very thick and the underside of the table
has a black vinyl covering that finishes off this well constructed product

Folding Table 2 section
with folding legs 
This easy to transport table
measures 180 x 105 x 8cm
(72 x 42 x 3”) and comes
complete with bag that has
shoulder strap carrying
handles. The padding is
very thick and two central
single folding metal legs
give this table the sturdy
base that any folding table
requires to be as safe as is
reasonably possible.

Code RRP
TAP200 £40.00

Code Type RRP
TAP330 Without Cup £80.00
TAP331 With Cup £90.00

Octagonal 2 section
A high quality plywood product that measures 122cm (4’) across when laid
flat. It folds once so is in two sections and has an excellent plain green
covered material tabletop, Black vinyl backing on the reverse adds
considerable strength to this item. Also included is a bespoke protective
black carrying travel bag with lengthy handles that can go over the
shoulder. This product does not have any chip / drink holder trays because
we found the majority of our customers find them a hindrance. Most players
prefer to stack their chips vertically in a position that suits them, The drink
cup holder is nothing more than a fixed drinks coaster and the players
comfort is inhibited by the tray itself whenever the need to lean on the table
occurs. Cheaper alternatives are available but these are made of chipboard
and covered in cheap felt that are not as hard wearing as this product. 

Code Type RRP
TAP220 Without Cups £120.00
TAP221 With Cups £130.00

Folding poker tables�
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Kidney shaped Poker Tables
These tables are the best we have to offer. Ideal for poker rooms, casinos
or extravagant home games. All the tables shown here are kidney shaped
with an inlet around an oval that enables a dealer to reach a little more
comfortably around the table. 
The standard size table measures 250 x 125cm (8 x 4’) and comfortably
seats 10 players plus the dealer depending on the chair widths.
Around the edge of the table there is a black upholstered thick foamed rail
that makes it comfortable for players to rest their arms on.
Under the tablecloth we put a fine foam layer to make a softer playing surface
which enables players to handle their cards and chips more easily. The table
cloth itself is high quality Dark Green baize with a mushroom shaped yellow
betting line. There are options below to change colours.
All tables featured here come with a black bumper rail that is removable
making layout changes and rail replacement as effortless as possible. The
colour of the rail can be changed if required.
Nearly everything about these tables can be modified as they are made in
our own in house workshop. Call to discuss your needs further if the following
options don’t cover what you require:-
Folding Metal Legs - The legs are properly bolted through the table top in
our UK workshop making them very secure. These tables are the quickest
to pack away and the slimmest profile for storage. 
Arc Pedestal Legs - The legs are bolted to the table top in our UK workshop
using special fixings to make it a completely solid construction. They  can be
removed in a few minutes for storage needs.
Mahogany H Legs - This is the most elegant leg option for our poker tables.
Made by hand in the UK these legs are designed like casino table legs and
finished to a high standard. Table tops are secured to the legs by slots fixed
to the table tops. Brackets could be applied for an extra fee.
Small Drop Box - To securely fix item TAA101 measuring 23 x 13 x 13cm
(9 x 5 x 5”) with a money slot and pusher add £75.00
Standard Drop Box - To securely fix item TAA105 measuring 32 x 21 x
21cm (12 x 8 x 8”) with a money slot and pusher adds an extra £100.00
Cloth colours - There is no charge to change to Dark Blue, Burgundy or
Medium colour Green baize subject to stock availability. We can also provide
a full colour printed cloth as per most table photo examples but this adds
£190.00 to your costs. See notes below about artwork requirements and if
you want to order this direct on our web cart please change the first 3 letters
of the codes below from TEX to TCP.
Dealer Tray - We can add our standard plastic poker tray that has space for
about 350 chips and 2 packs of cards for an extra £25.00. This also modifies
the upholstered rail to give the dealer better acess to the tray as shown in
one of the example photos. If you want to order this direct on our web cart
please change the last digit of the product code from 9 to an 8.
Upholstery Colour - Can be altered to your preferences, an example
swatch shown below. For one we estimate an extra £50.00 but we would
make a specific quote once we know the colour required and check our
supplier’s availability.

Custom Design Artwork & Delivery 
You will need to provide us with details of your colour preferences
for cloth and lines and provide files for any logo or artwork you want
us to use (preferably in .EPS format).If we have to design something
for you or alter artwork provided we will advise you of any additional
charges prior to production. It would be unusual for this charge to
exceed £50. Delivery is usually delayed for at least 14 days after
artwork approval but this is dependent upon our factory work load
at time of order. 

Poker Bags
This bag is large enough to take all the tabletops shown on this page. The
material used is the same thick strong plastic that is used on the sides of a lorry
and is very water resistant. It has a heavy duty zip on the long side and this
goes a short way down either side to allow easy access. Four carrying handles
are provided to assist careful transportation.

TEX049

TCP058

TCP029

Code RRP 
TBG325 £176.25

TCP009

Code Tabletop Legs RRP
TEX009 None £325.00
TEX029 Metal £450.00
TEX059 Arc Pedestal £500.00
TEX049 Mahogany H-Leg £700.00

For customised layouts change 
TEX to TCP & add £190.00 to RRP

Poker tables�
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Cloth Colour 
Options

Medium 
Green

Burgundy

Dark Blue



� Poker tables

Circular Poker Table with removable rail
This is the perfect table for self deal tournament organizers. The table
measures 150cm (5’) across and is the ideal size for 10 players. Comes
complete with folding legs for simple storage and a removable rail to allow
cloth changes and customisation.

Oval Poker Table 
This is the perfect table for home users but is
equally good for poker rooms. It  is provided
with a wood finished rail that comes with
removable stainless steel cup holders for
drinks. The table measures 210 x 90cm (7 x
3’) and should compactly cater for up to 10
players. Detachable arc pedestal legs are
included to allow simple set up and break
down. The rail is removable to allow cloth
changes and customisation. An elasticated
cover to protect the tabletop when not being
used is available at an extra charge.

Oval Oak Poker Dining Table
This deluxe poker dining table comes with a flip top lid to quickly and easily change from a dining table into a dedicated poker table with or without trays. The
table is made of Chinese Oak and the top is 150 x 122cm (5 x 4’) and about 12cm (5’‘) thick. The height is the same as most other tables at 72cm (2’ 4‘’).

Oval Poker Table With Metal Pedestal Legs
This is the perfect table for any poker room. The table measures 250 x 125cm
(8 x 4’) and comfortably caters for 10 players and a dealer. The table is pro-
vided with a vinyl finished drinks rail for easy cleaning and has 10 removable
cup holders. Some basic DIY skills are required to assemble the table legs
but all tools are provided with the screws.

Code Colour RRP
TAP951 Burgundy £325.00
TCP951 Customised £477.00
TBG307 Black £30.00

Code RRP
TAP274 £250.00

Code Colour RRP
TEX325 Burgundy £175.00
TEX425 Green £150.00
TCP025 Customised £300.00

Code RRP
TAP971 £350.00

Custom Design Artwork & Delivery 
Refer to note on opposite page.

�
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Custom Design Artwork & Delivery 
Refer to note on opposite page.



Plain poker chips All the chips shown here are standard casino size;
40mm diameter, 3mm thick.

Diamond 4gm Dice 11.5gmCard Suit 11.5gm Four Tab 11.5gm Diamond 11.5gm

Clay 8gm NexGen 14gmCrown & Dice 14gm Egg 14gm AKQJ 11.5gm

The 8gm clay chips are particularly recommended to be used as roulette colour
as the single colour mould makes them easier to distinguish from 11.5gm two
colour cash chips and the lower weight is ideal for fun casino transportation.
Note that during the many years of supplying these products we have found
slight differences in shades supplied by our manufacturer. If you top up a set
at a later date you may not get an exact match. If this is not acceptable then
we can offer part exchange for your old chips to satisfy your demands but it is
subject to individual negotiation. Please call for further details.
Prices shown are per chip and usually sold in packs of 25.

Most people select the 11.5gm weight since it is the closest replica of those you
find in real casinos. Due to high production quantities this variety offer the best
value.
Heavier and usually more colourful 14gm chips are more expensive to
manufacture and so have gained the reputation of being better than the 11.5gm.
The lightweight single colour 4gm is the most economical chip and often used
for high quantity budget productions or by schools where weight may be a
consideration for children. They mostly have a glossy finish unlike all other
chips that are more of a matte finish.

�
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Colour Code Price Code Price Code Price Code Price Code Price
Black DR4001 £0.03 CSW001 £0.08 TBW001 £0.08 FTW001 £0.10 HVW001 £0.10
Blue DR4002 £0.03 CSW002 £0.08 TBW002 £0.08 FTW002 £0.10 HVW002 £0.10
Brown DR4018 £0.03 (light) CSW003 £0.08 TBW003 £0.08 FTW003 £0.10 HVW003 £0.10
Burgundy DR4004 £0.03 CSW004 £0.08 TBW004 £0.08 FTW004 £0.10 HVW004 £0.10
Green DR4023 £0.03 (dark) CSW005 £0.08 TBW005 £0.08 FTW005 £0.10 HVW005 £0.10
Grey DR4006 £0.03 CSW006 £0.08 TBW006 £0.08 FTW006 £0.10 HVW006 £0.10
Light Blue DR4007   £0.03 CSW007 £0.08 TBW007 £0.08 FTW007 £0.10 HVW007 £0.10
Orange DR4029 £0.03 (light) CSW008 £0.08 TBW008 £0.08 FTW008 £0.10 HVW008 £0.10
Pink DR4009 £0.03 CSW009 £0.08 TBW009 £0.08 FTW009 £0.10 HVW009 £0.10
Purple DR4010 £0.03 CSW010 £0.08 TBW010 £0.08 FTW010 £0.10 HVW010 £0.10
Red DR4011 £0.03 CSW011 £0.08 TBW011 £0.08 FTW011 £0.10 HVW011 £0.10
White DR4012 £0.03 CSW012 £0.08 TBW012 £0.08 FTW012 £0.10 HVW012 £0.10
Yellow DR4031 £0.03 (gold) CSW013 £0.08 TBW013 £0.08 FTW013 £0.10 HVW013 £0.10

Colour Code Price Code Price Code Price Code Price Code Price
Black DR8001 £0.04 CD3001 £0.12 NGW001 £0.12 EGW001 £0.12 AKW001 £0.10
Blue DR8002 £0.04 CD3002 £0.12 NGW022 £0.12 (dark) EGW002 £0.12 ............. .........
Brown DR8003 £0.04 ............. ......... ............. ......... ............. ......... ............. .........
Burgundy DR8004 £0.04 ............. ......... ............. ......... ............. ......... ............. .........
Green DR8005 £0.04 CD3005 £0.12 NGW005 £0.12 EGW005 £0.12 AKW005 £0.10
Grey DR8006 £0.04 ............. ......... ............. ......... ............. ......... ............. .........
Light Blue DR8007   £0.04 CD3007 £0.12 ............. ......... ............. ......... ............. .........
Orange DR8008 £0.04 CD3008 £0.12 ............. ......... ............. ......... ............. .........
Pink DR8009 £0.04 ............. ......... ............. ......... ............. ......... AKW009 £0.10
Purple DR8010 £0.04 CD3030 £0.12 (dk red) NGW028 £0.12 (lilac) ............. ......... ............. .........
Red DR8011 £0.04 CD3011 £0.12 NGW011 £0.12 EGW011 £0.12 AKW011 £0.10
White DR8012 £0.04 CD3012 £0.12 NGW012 £0.12 EGW012 £0.12 AKW012 £0.10
Yellow DR8013 £0.04 CD3013 £0.12 NGW013 £0.12 ............. ......... ............. .........



Plain poker chips Numbered poker chips If you have an alternative preference for 
colour or number combinations please call.

Colour No. Code Price  Code Price Code Price Code Price Code Price
White 1 DRN012 £0.05 CSN813 £0.10   C3N813 £0.15 FTN012 £0.12 HVN012 £0.12

Yellow 2 DRN013 £0.05 .............. ......... ............... ......... FTN013 £0.12 HVN013 £0.12
Red 5 DRN011 £0.05 CSN011 £0.10 C3N011 £0.15 FTN011 £0.12 HVN011 £0.12
Blue 10 DRN002 £0.05 CSN002 £0.10 C3N002 £0.15 FTN002 £0.12 HVN002 £0.12
Grey 20 DRN006 £0.05 CSN006 £0.10 ............... ......... FTN006 £0.12 HVN006 £0.12

Green 25 DRN023 £0.05 CSN005 £0.10 C3N005 £0.15 FTN005 £0.12 HVN005 £0.12
Orange 50 DRN029 £0.05 CSN008 £0.10 C3N008 £0.15 FTN008 £0.12 HVN008 £0.12

Black 100 DRN001 £0.05 CSN001 £0.10 C3N001 £0.15 FTN001 £0.12 HVN001 £0.12
Pink 250 DRN009 £0.05 CSN009  £0.10 ............... ......... FTN009 £0.12 HVN009 £0.12

Purple 500 DRN010 £0.05 CSN010  £0.10 C3N030 £0.15 FTN010 £0.12 HVN010 £0.12
Red 500 DRN511 £0.05 CSN511  £0.10 C3N511 £0.15 FTN511 £0.12 HVN511 £0.12

White 1000 DRN112 £0.05 CSN112   £0.10 C3N112 £0.15 FTN112 £0.12 HVN112 £0.12
Brown 5000 DRN003 £0.05 CSN003 £0.10 ............... ......... FTN003 £0.12 HVN003 £0.12

Orange 5000 DRN829 £0.05 CSN808 £0.10 C3N808 £0.15 FTN808 £0.12 HVN808 £0.12
Lt. Blue 10000 DRN807 £0.05 CSN807 £0.10 C3N807  £0.15 FTN807 £0.12 HVN807 £0.12

Diamond 4gm Crown & Dice 14gmCard Suit 11.5gm Four Tab 11.5gm Diamond 11.5gm

Egg 14gm Silver Centred 11.5gmDice 11.5gm NexGen 14gm Twist 11.5gm

Colour No. Code Price  Code Price Code Price Code Price Code Price
White 1 EGW012 £0.15 TBN012 £0.10   SCN012 £0.05 NGN813 £0.15 TWN006 £0.10

Yellow 2 ............... ......... TBN013 £0.10 ............... ......... ............... ......... ............... .........
Red 5 EGW011 £0.15 TBN011 £0.10 SCN011 £0.05 NGN011 £0.15 TWN011 £0.10
Blue 10 EGW002 £0.15 TBN002 £0.10 SCN002 £0.05 NGN022 £0.15 ............... .........
Grey 20 ............... ......... TBN006 £0.10 ............... ......... ............... ......... ............... .........

Green 25 EGW005 £0.15 TBN005 £0.10 SCN005 £0.10 NGN005 £0.15 TWN005 £0.10
Orange 50 ............... ......... TBN008 £0.10 ............... ......... ............... ......... TWN002 £0.10

Black 100 EGW001 £0.15 TBN001 £0.10 SCN001 £0.10 NGN001 £0.15 TWN001 £0.10
Pink 250 ............... ......... TBN009  £0.10 ............... ......... ............... .........  ............... .........

Purple 500 ............... ......... TBN010  £0.10 SCN010 £0.05 NGN028 £0.15 TWN010 £0.15
Red 500 EGW511 £0.15 TBN511  £0.10 ............... ......... NGN511 £0.15 ............... .........

White 1000 EGW112 £0.15 TBN112   £0.10 SCN004 £0.05 NGN112 £0.15 TWN113 £0.15
Brown 5000 ............... ......... TBN003 £0.10 ............... ......... ............... ......... ............... .........

Orange 5000 ............... ......... TBN808 £0.10 ............... ......... ............... ......... TWN808 £0.15
Lt. Blue 10000 ............... ......... TBN807 £0.10 ...............  ......... ............... .........   TWN807 £0.15

When we conducted research into chip colour and number combinations in
real casinos in 1998 we could not find any evidence that there was a set pattern
of allocating values to colours. We also checked  other suppliers (mainly in
America at that time) and the only common observation was that nearly
everyone used red for 5’s. So, we made up our own system that a lot of other
suppliers have subsequently copied and often quoted as being the standard
casino system. Whilst we find this very flattering, to our knowledge it is
completely untrue!

Most of the chips we have supplied through the years have been printed using
the same size, typeface and gold colour. More recently we have added some
full colour printed sticky label chips that have fixed colour number
combinations. We can arrange to print all of the chip varieties personally shown
on this page with your own artwork or create a design for you. There are more
options for this on the next page.
Usually supplied in packs of 25 but prices are shown per chip.

�
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Full Colour Printed Chips
If you seek the most prestigious or secure type of chip in the poker
market today then look no further than these fully customised
40mm ceramic 10gm chips. They can be printed in full colour over
the whole face surface on both sides of the chip. You can also
design something to go around the edge of each chip on the rim
.Note that the unique process used to make these chips binds the
ink into the material itself at production, making it a durable product
and very hard to create forgeries. 
If the design of the print you want is provided electronically in an
editable .eps format (any credible graphic studio will be able to do
this for you) then we won’t charge anything for the nominal amount
of time that we have to spend to prepare your design for
manufacture. If you would like us to design something specifically
for you then a basic artwork fee will apply. With extremely
complicated specifications this charge can increase but we would
check you accept our estimate before starting such work.

Customised poker chips
Single Colour Printing
Most of the plain chips in our range can be printed with your
company logo, personal initials or a combination. These
chips can be produced within a few days but delivery times
vary according to work schedules at the time of your order. 

The charges for this service are calculated according to your
individual needs. Please feel free to ask for a quotation.

If the design of the print you want is simple text or you
can electronically send your own .eps file that is
compatible with our software then we won’t charge
anything for the nominal amount of time that we have to
spend to prepare your design for plate production. If your
artwork is provided in anything other than an editable
eps format or you ask us to design something for you
then a basic artwork fee will apply but we will notify and
check that you accept our estimate before starting any
such extra work required.

To print your design onto a chip we have to get a plate
made by another company. This takes at least 24 hours
and if you have two or more different designs you will
need more than one plate.

Once we have the plate, it needs to be set up on our
machine that prints the chips. This can take a little time
because each design and chip type can require different
pressure, dwell time and heat to get the best result
possible. We may also waste a few chips perfecting the
final print.

The standard colour for printing chips is GOLD but there
are a variety of other plain or metallic colours that can be
selected.

If you want to make your chips more difficult to copy then
we recommend using our hologram foil that will help with
this problem.

This is the print charge for one side of each chip you
require. If you want double sided prints then you will
need to order two times the number of chips that you
are printing (unless we are printing a logo onto standard
numbered chips that already have one side printed).
Price is per chip impression.

To get a brilliant white or if the chips are for frequent
poker tournament use then we recommend double
printing your image to make them last longer. Price is
per chip

If your order is very urgent then subject to other work
commitments at the time of the order, you can pay an
express fee to get your plate manufactured urgently and
start printing at the earliest possible opportunity. With
large quantities (over 5000) the individual chip print price
may also increase to cover staff overtime rates to
achieve your objectives. We have frequently organised
and can provide a quotation for immediate courier
collection to deliver your order directly  upon the
completion of production.

Don’t forget you also need to include the cost of
chips to print on !

�
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Code HTF004 RRP £25.00

Code HTF002 RRP £50.00

Code HTF005 RRP £25.00

Code HTF008 RRP £99.00

Code HTF001 RRP £0.10

Code HTF011 RRP £0.05

Code HTF006 RRP £50.00

Code MCP404 RRP £25.00

To print your design onto the blank chips our supplier charges for the
time taken setting up their equipment for production of each job but
for large quantities in excess of 5,000 this is usually waived.

Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery from final approval 
Faster options for smaller quantities coming soon.

This fee applies for production of each chip. Quantities in excess of
1,000 per design qualify for a discount. Price is per chip.

Code MCP402 RRP £100.00

Code MCP401 RRP £0.42

Code HTF003 RRP £25.00



Customised poker sets
All our customised poker sets include:
� 1 aluminum 500 case
� 500 poker chips up to 5 designs and colours
� 2 high quality packs of playing cards
� 5 red dice
� 2 dealer buttons 50mm diameter
� 2 big blind buttons 50mm diameter
� 2 little blind buttons 50mm diameter
� 1 hour of our in house artist’s attention to your personal

design requirements (extra hours will be advised if
required and charged at £25 per hour)

After receiving your order, our artist will contact you to
discuss the design specifications or you can e-mail that
person at art.work@poker-shop.co.uk
There may be extra charges for more than 5 different
artworks. Please allow 21 days for delivery, from artwork
approval.
The delivery speed can be improved but the advertised
standard price is for batching orders together and this takes
advantage of any spare staff time.
Working to tighter deadlines could create extra costs for
one off small orders with third party suppliers and staff
overtime to avoid conflicts with other customer
commitments. You are welcome to call and check current
delivery schedules.
For quantities higher than 5 discounts will apply on a
sliding scale especially with long delivery deadlines.
Please call with your quantity and timescale for a
specific quote.

Hot Foil Printed Chips
If you require a low volume of branded poker sets urgently,
then the fastest solution will be a combination of plain poker
chips, hotfoil printed, in a case selected from the range
stocked in our warehouse.

PX5243

PX5299

Code Chip Style Weight RRP
PX5212 Diamond 11.5gm £99.00
PX5243 Crown + Dice 14gm £149.00
PX5244 Four Tab 11.5gm £99.00
PX5248 Card Suit 11.5gm £99.00
PX5260 Dice 11.5gm £99.00

Full Colour Sticker Sets
These chips are highly recommended for tournament use.
They are the same size as standard chips used in casinos
in the UK. They are smoothly finished and very comfortable
to handle with a good feel to the weight

Full Colour Ceramic Sets
These are the most prestigious chips in the poker
market today. These 10gm chips can be full colour
printed over the whole face of the chip, and the rim.
The unique process used to make these chips binds
the ink into the material itself, making them a durable
product and difficult to forge.

Code Chip Style Weight RRP
PX5270 Nexgen 14gm £199.00
PX5299 8 Stripe 11.5gm £199.00

Code Chip Style Weight RRP
PX5210 Ceramic 10gm £299.00

�
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Poker sets

Plain Chip Sets
This set is suitable for cash or tournament play where you can
nominate the colour and values to suit your needs, so is well suited for
home games where such a mixture of stake types is most common.

Numbered Chip Sets for Tournaments
These poker sets have been designed specifically for people running
re-buy, double chance or freeze out tournaments. The set includes
numbered chips that have been printed with the values 25, 100, 500
and 1000. This configuration is based upon our own experience of
officiating tournaments for charity and corporate entertainment. Each
set of 500 chips should cater for up to 21 players when following our
recommendations about starting stack and re-buy values. A printed
set of tournament rules is also included. 
In addition to this set we would recommend that you purchase a 100
chip tray for each table in case you have to move a player with a stack
of chips larger than your hands can carry. You might also require
additional higher value chips if you have a cheap or long re-buy
session.

Numbered Chip Sets for Home or Cash Games
This set of chips includes high quality laminated sticker printed chips
that were originally configured to cover the most common cash games.
We suggest using 1’s as 1000’s for home tournament play.

Our poker sets include:-

� The stated quantity of high quality clay plastic composite chips
(free samples available upon request)

� A dedicated aluminum carrying case that you can change to any
other case in our range for the difference in price between the two.

� 2 decks of playing cards
� 2 postillions / cut cards
� 2 white 50mm dealers buttons
� 2 big blind buttons (may not be included in sets £30 or under)
� 2 little blind buttons  (may not be included in sets £30 or under)
� 5 red translucent dice

You can also change the configuration of any set to suit your own preferences
for colour and / or number combinations. There is an additional £5.00
amendment fee for each change. Note that in respect of numbered chips this
offer only applies to our standard colour number combinations.

PA3244

PN5244

PA5243

PN5299

We can also supply sets in 100,
200, 400 & 1000 capacities

Product Chip Chip Chip Maximum RRP
Code Quantity Style Weight Players
PA3244 300 Four Tab 11.5gm 10 £20.00
PA5244 500 Four Tab 11.5gm 20 £30.00
PA5248 500 Card Suit 11.5gm 20 £30.00
PA5260 500 Dice 11.5gm 20 £30.00
PA5243 500 Crown & Dice 14gm 20 £50.00
PA5270 500 Nex Gen 14gm 20 £50.00

�
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Product Chip Chip Chip Maximum RRP
Code Quantity Style Weight Players
PN5244 500 Four Tab 11.5gm 21 £40.00
PN5248 500 Card Suit 11.5gm 21 £40.00
PN5260 500 Dice 11.5gm 21 £40.00
PN5298 500 Twist 11.5gm 21 £50.00
PN5270 500 Nex Gen 14gm 21 £60.00

Product Chip Chip Chip Maximum RRP
Code Quantity Style Weight Players
PN5299 500 Twist 11.5gm 15 £45.00



Chip trays

Code Capacity Columns External Size RRP
CHT350 350 9 39.2 x 21cm (15 x 8”) £13.00
CHT500 500 10 46.8 x 22.8cm (18 x 9”) £15.00
CHT720 720 12 54.6 x 23.6cm (21 x 10”) £20.00

Acrylic Chip Tray
These trays are most commonly used in poker tournaments to store
and move chips around the room. They are especially helpful for
chip races or player movements but can just be used for storage.
CHT100 are stackable when filled with at least 40 chips.

Casino Style Black Plastic Trays
These simple black moulded trays are suitable for home or corporate
entertainment tables.

Chip Fill Carrier
Case to transport 1000 chips in ten 100
chip trays CHT100 shown above. 

Lockable Metal Tray & Lid
This solid metal 10 row chip tray measuring 51.4 x 24.8cm
(20 x 9’‘) is a replica of what you see in most casinos.
There are drill holes for fixing to tabletop. The tray holds
approximately 620 chips that can be seen through the
transparent lid. The lid is fitted with a cylinder lock and
comes with 2 keys to keep your chips secure.

CHT201CHT100

CHT102

Poker Style Black Plastic Trays
This black moulded tray is provided with two slots for decks of cards and is
specifically provided for poker tables. The external measurements are 38 x
25.2cm (14 x 9”) and the lip is a mininum of 1.8cm.

CHT998

CHA998

Code RRP
CHT622 £47.00

Code RRP
CHT351 £20.00

Code Capacity Lid RRP
CHT100 100 No £3.00
CHT101 100 Yes £5.00
CHT102 100 Yes £2.00
CHT201 200 Yes £7.00

Code Type RRP
CHA998 Without Trays £35.00
CHT998 With Trays £45.00

�
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Poker cases

Vinyl
A superior casino chip carrying case to carry up
to 400 chips, and 2 packs of playing cards. A
Vinyl covered, alligator style exterior complete
with carrying handle, simple flap over and hook
locks to keep the case shut and finished off with
soft feel green baize lining. It's like a briefcase
specifically built to carry poker chips. 

Oak with Removable Trays
These cases have 2 to 5 internal removable
trays that hold 50 to 100 chips. With 300 or more
capacity there is a space underneath the trays to
store your cards, buttons and any other suitably
sized accessories. 

Aluminum
This is the most popular type of case. It has a black interior
and includes a dedicated space to store 2 packs of
playing cards.

Chip Trolley
Ideal for all mobile ventures that would like wheels to ease the weight  burden of frequently moving 1000 chips.

All cases store 39mm standard size chips

Code RRP
CTR101 £35.00

Code Capacity RRP
CHA105 100 £20.00
CHA205 200 £22.50
CHA305 300 £25.00
CHA405 400 £27.50
CHA505 500 £30.00

Code RRP
CHA406 £20.00

�
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Code Capacity RRP
CHA202 200 £12.00
CHA302 300 £13.00
CHA502 500 £15.00



Hi gloss boxes & carousels
These are the most luxurious chip storage cases that we have to offer. A highly polished shiny
exterior finished case, very much like prestigious cigar boxes, and a plushly finished smooth
lined interior to match the quality of the exterior. Anyone receiving one as a gift would think it
cost a fortune. The 300 and 400 capacity cases have internally removable trays that have finger
holes to lift these delicately finished items.

CHB101

Spinning Carousel
High quality mahogany finish
spinning carousel with lid.
Carrying handle and space to
store two packs of cards.

CHB400

CHB312

Code Capacity RRP
CHB100 100 £20.00
CHB101 100 £20.00
CHB312 300 £40.00
CHB400 400 £45.00

Code Capacity RRP
CHC214 200 £20.00
CHC314 300 £30.00

CHB100

�
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Dealer Buttons
Use one of these buttons to help everyone at a table see where the current
dealer is positioned.
*In built Timer

Dealer Visors
Good quality dealer visor with
elasticated head band so one size
fits all. Please call for discounts if you
require a large quantity.  

Casino Chip Key Ring
An ideal gift or promotional giveaway
when combined with customised chip
printing. Any standard chip colour or
design can be inserted just add your
specifications for this to the comments
section on the 2nd page of our web
cart order completion process.
Discounts available for quantities.

Poker accessories
Metal Poker Card Guard
Use this 38mm (1½”) card protector to prevent the dealer from
incorrectly mucking (folding) your cards or anyone exposing  them in
error. They are hand painted with a variety of designs that come in
a plastic storage case.

Code Design RRP   
CAA401 All In £8.00
CAA402 Big Slick £8.00  
CAA403 Bullets £8.00
CAA404 Cowboys £8.00   
CAA405 Dealer £8.00
CAA406 Good Luck £8.00
CAA407 Las Vegas £8.00
CAA408 Nuts £8.00 
CAA409 Royal Flush £8.00
CAA410 Bad Beat £8.00
CAA411  Queens £8.00

Code Colour RRP
NOV701 Red £3.50
NOV702 Blue £3.50
NOV704 Green £3.50
NOV707 Yellow £3.50

Tournament Trophy
An ideal finish to any tournament
is to award your winner with this
elegant, hand painted trophy that
measures 13cm x 12cm (5 x 5”)

Plastic Postillions / Cut Cards
These blank cards can be used to cut cards and hide the bottom card
when dealing by hand.

Code RRP
NOV600 £10.00

Code Colour Size RRP
CAA075 White 75 x 75 x 25 (3 x 3 x 1”) £3.00
CAA048 White 50 x 50 x 6 (2 x 2 x ¼”) £1.00
CAA051 Black 50 x 50 x 6 (2 x 2 x ¼”) £2.00
CAA058 White* 50 x 50 x 15 (2 x 2 x ½”) £6.00

Code Colour Width RRP
CAA701 Red 62mm £0.50
CAA702 Blue 62mm £0.50
CAA704 Green 62mm £0.50
CAA707 Yellow 62mm £0.50
CAA708 Black 62mm £0.50
CAA711 Red 57mm £0.50
CAA712 Blue 57mm £0.50
CAA714 Green 57mm £0.50
CAA717 Yellow 57mm £0.50
CAA718 Black 57mm £0.50

Code Colour RRP
NOV202 Silver £2.00
NOV203 Gold £2.00

�
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CAA075 CAA051 CAA058



Plain Poker Cloth
We have two types of material
currently available. One is a wool
cotton mixture and the other is
polyester. All material is sold by
the metre so if you order 2 you
will get 2m x the width that allows
you to order a long enough piece
for your tabletop. If you deal
cards by sliding them across the
tabletop then you should use
wool because static prevents this
method on polyester.

Poker Felt
Green poker cloth 180 x 90cm (6 x 3’) with printed betting line

Code Colour Bet Line RRP
LAP008 Green Mushroom £100.00
LAP009 Green Oval £100.00
LAP208 Dark Blue Mushroom  £100.00
LAP209 Dark Blue Oval £100.00
LAP308 Burgundy Mushroom  £100.00
LAP309 Burgundy Oval £100.00
LAP408 Medium Green Mushroom £100.00
LAP409 Medium Green Oval £100.00
LYC250 Customised Any £152.75

Poker cloths & books
Texas Hold’em Poker Baize
Cover your own poker table with a high quality woollen baize layout that
measures 250 x 160cm (8 x 5’). The cloth is screen printed with a yellow
betting line that measures 176 x 46cm (69 x 18’‘) in either a mushroom
shape suitable when there is a dealer, or oval for self deal needs. 

Code Colour Material Style Width RRP
PCL010 Green Wool Plain 90cm £15.00
PCL011 Green Wool Plain 180cm £30.00
PCL012 Green Polyester Plain 180cm £10.00
PCL312 Burgundy Polyester Plain 140cm £10.00

Code RRP
LAP002 £10.00

Daniel Negreanu's
Power Hold 'em Strategy
Introduction by the well respected Avery
Cardoza praises this as one of the best 3
poker books. First chapter is by Evelyn Ng
and describes a powerful strategy for
complete beginners to no-limit Texas Hold
'Em tournament play (basic understanding
of the Hold 'Em required). Other
contributions from Erick Lindgren, David
Williams, Todd Brunson (Doyle's son), Paul
Wasicka and of course the man himself.

Doyle Brunon’s 
Super System 2
Doyle Brunson's SUPER SYSTEM 2 is an
expansion upon his earlier book and is
often quoted as the poker bible.
The book covers most of the versions of
poker played at the world series of poker.
Doyle has the accolade of being the only
person to win 2 main event WSOP no limit
Texas Hold Em tournaments and has been
playing the game for more than 30 years. 

Code RRP
BOP016 £20.00

Code RRP
BOP004 £20.00

The Basics of Winning Poker
Quoted from the back of this book:- In just
one reading, this easy-to-understand guide
shows you everything you need to know to
play. The rules and variations, the bets
available, the payoffs, and the strategies
for winning! Main Poker Variations covered
include:-Hold'Em, 7 Card Stud, Draw
Poker, Omaha. Code RRP

BOP003 £3.00

Winners Guide to Texas 
Hold 'em Poker
You'll learn it all here! Step-by-step, for the
beginning to advanced players, Warren
reveals his inside secrets in the definitive
and essential guide to playing and beating
Texas Hold'Em, today's most exciting
poker game. Code RRP

BOP008 £10.00

�
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Many more books are available on our web cart

Cloth Colour Options

Medium 
Green

Dark Green

Dark Blue



Roulette
Roulette Tables
Available in a range of colours, sizes and parts. Two parts
have been primarily designed for one person to transport and
set up for a fun casino business in a small van. All tables have
professionally upholstered black* vinyl sponge bumper rail and dealer skirt
to prevent chips falling over the edge. Covered with high quality baize as
used in real casinos so is very hard wearing. Legs are supplied separately
but check our web site for alternatives if the UK craftsman made Mahogany
H legs shown are over your budget.

Left Hand Roulette ‘0’
Woollen baizes that can endure heavy use since they are from the same
source used by a lot of real casinos. Other colours and tracks for neighbour
bets can be arranged upon request.

Right Hand Roulette ‘0’
Woollen baizes that can endure heavy use since they are from the same
source used by a lot of real casinos. Other colours and tracks for neighbour
bets can be arranged upon request. Felts are a much cheaper and smaller
size option but have a significantly lower life expectancy.

Win Marker
Use this neat dolly to mark your winning roulette
numbers.

Telescopic Rakes
Sweep all the losing chips from the roulette layout 
using this rake most commonly seen in French casinos.

Roulette Table Bags
This bag is made with very thick strong plastic sheeting, made from the same
material used on the side of lorries.

LAR005
LAR004

Code Description Tabletop Size RRP
TAR018 1 Part Dark Green Baize 250 x 125cm (8 x 4’) £375.00
TAR028 2 Part Dark Green Baize 250 x 125cm (8 x 4’) £375.00
TAR019 1 Part Dark Green Baize 275 x 160cm (9 x 5’) £500.00
TAR004 Mahogany H Legs £400.00

Code Colour Size RRP
LAR005 Dark Green 290 x 160cm (114 x 63”) £100.00
LAR205 Dark Blue 290 x 160cm (114 x 63”) £100.00
LAR305 Burgundy 290 x 160cm (114 x 63”) £100.00
LAR405 Green 290 x 160cm (114 x 63”) £100.00

Code Colour Size Material RRP
LAR004 Dark Green 180 x 95cm (72 x 38”) Felt      £10.00
LAR006 Dark Green 290 x 160cm (114 x 63”) Baize    £100.00
LAR206 Dark Blue 290 x 160cm (114 x 63”) Baize    £100.00
LAR306 Burgundy 290 x 160cm (114 x 63”) Baize    £100.00
LAR406 Green 290 x 160cm (114 x 63”) Baize    £100.00

Code Type Length scoop size RRP
ROA445 Plastic 40cm (16”) 11.5cm (4 ½’’) £5.00
ROA406 Brass 76cm (30”) 15cm (6’’) £10.00

Code Type Height RRP
ROA330 Clear 6cm (2 ¼’’) £5.00
ROA322 Blue Pyramid 6cm (2 ¼’’) £5.00
ROA341 Red 4cm (1 ½”) £1.00
ROA346 Purple 4cm (1 ½”) £1.00
ROA347 Yellow 4cm (1 ½”) £1.00

�
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TAR028

TAR004

ROA322 ROA330

ROA341
ROA347

ROA346

Cloth Colour Options

Medium 
Green

Burgundy

Dark Blue

* See page 4 for upholstery colour options.

Code Size RRP
TBG125 170 x 110cm (67 x 43”) £117.50
TBG127 270 x 150cm (106 x 60”) £235.00



Roulette Colour Chips
This set has been specifically constructed for the needs of a roulette
game. 50 blank standard casino chips in 10 different colours complete
in a 500 aluminium carry case.

Roulette

Mahogany Wheels 
These BRAND NEW wheels
made from mahogany are
made in Europe  to a high
specification. Metal cones and
a ball bearing turning
mechanism gives them a
reasonably long and smooth
spinning action.

ROW160

ROW150

Bakelite Wheels
These wheels are made with bakelite material
and spin on a metal spindle.

Roulette Balls
There are two types of balls to
choose from. The more expensive
options are teflon and should last a
very long time They are precision
made and suitable for real casino
use. We also have some simple
plastic balls that are more suitable
for home users.

Plastic Wheel Sets
The most basic set for fun contains this black plastic roulette wheel
with 80 x 40cm (32 x 16”) roulette felt with blackjack on the reverse, red
win marker, 2 balls, 20x6 (120) different colour blank counters, 40cm
(16”) plastic black rake and 2 packs of standard playing cards.
* An alternative basic set using the plastic 40cm wheel includes
a bigger 180 x 95cm (6 x  3’2”) roulette felt, 50 x 6 (300) 40mm
standard casino size colour chips, 75 cash chips and 500 capacity
black tray.

Full Size 80cm Used Casino Wheels
These wheels come straight out of a real casino so usually they have been
recently balanced and have been classified into different conditions.

Code Size Material RRP
ROA210 9.5mm Teflon £2.50
ROA212 12.5mm Teflon £3.00
ROA215 15.5mm Teflon £3.50
ROA218 19mm Teflon £4.00
ROA222 22mm Teflon £5.00
ROA909 9mm Plastic £1.00
ROA915 15mm Plastic £1.50

Code RRP
PR5208 £30.00

Code RRP
PR1944 £10.00

Code Condition RRP
ROW180 Fair £1,175.00
ROW181 Good £1,468.75
ROW182 Very Good £1,762.50

Code Size RRP
P30001 30cm £15.00
P40001 40cm £30.00
P40844* 40cm £70.00

Code Size RRP
ROW136 36cm £160.00
ROW145 45cm £250.00
ROW150 50cm £330.00
ROW160 60cm £895.00

Code Size RRP
ROW135 35cm £75.00
ROW146 45cm £150.00

Roulette Cash Chips
This set of numbered
standard casino size chips
has been constructed for the
most common home roulette
games. Basics of Winning Roulette

Everything you need to know to play. The
rules and variations, the bets available,
the payoffs, and the strategies for winning!

Code RRP
BOR005 £3.00

�
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Money Slots
Neat covers for the slots in tables
that allow money or chips to drop
into a drop box below.

Table Brush
A stiff brush for sweeping your table layout.

Table accessories

Drop Box with Shield
As used in real casinos a secure cash box measuring 32 x 21 x 21 cm (12 x 8 x 8”) that is provided with a full protective shield, that fits to your casino table top.
Two locks are provided with two keys for each lock. The first lock unlocks the box from the shield and at the same time closes the hole in the top. The second
lock on the side gains entry to the contents.

Drop Box with Slide
As used in real poker rooms. A compact secure cash box with slide to fit to your
poker or casino table. Two unique locks are provided with two keys for each
lock. One lock enables the box to slide away from the table top. The other key
opens the box. Measures 23 x 13 x 13cm (9x 5x 5”)

Ashtray Covers
You can also buy ashtray covers to go on
top of the 80mm (3”) diameter cups. 

Code Diameter Finish RRP
TAA307 80mm Brass £3.00
TAA317 80mm S/Steel £3.00

Money Paddle
This item allows cash taken at tables
to be pushed down the table slot into
the cash box below.

Code RRP 
TAA105 £58.75

Code Diameter Finish RRP
TAA304 80mm Brass £5.00
TAA314 80mm S/Steel £3.75
TAA300 102mm Brass £6.00
TAA310 102mm S/Steel £4.75

Code Diameter Finish RRP
TAA315 80mm S/Steel £5.00
TAA311 102mm S/Steel £6.00

Code Size              RRP
TAA509 23cm (9”)      £5.00
TAA507 18cm (7”)      £3.00

Code Finish RRP            
TAA800 Clear Acrylic       £10.00
TAA801 Opaque Acrylic   £5.00

Code Finish RRP
TAA202 Brass £6.00
TAA212 Stainless Steel £6.00   
TAA222 Black Acrylic £6.00    

Code RRP
TAA101 £35.00

Drop In Cups
The 80mm (3”) diameter version of these
cup holders usually fit in holes cut in most
old fashioned ornate casino tables. They
can usually hold the most common 300ml
beer bottle shape or most small glasses.
For straight pint glasses the 102mm
diameter is usually required. All the cups
are 60mm (2”) deep and have a 6mm lip at
the top (making 80mm (3”) a total of 92mm
(3½”) diameter).

Slide In Cups
You can also buy these cups with an extra
60mm (2”) slide that enables the cups to
slide under removable upholstered table rails
creating a more sturdy way to hold drinks.
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�Blackjack
Blackjack Table
This semi circular table measures 2 x 1m (7’6” x 3’6’‘) and comes with
a professionally upholstered black*1 vinyl sponge bumper rail, a high
quality long lasting 7*2 player dark green baize and 500 capacity plastic tray*3.
Legs are supplied separately but check our web site for alternatives if the UK
craftsman made Mahogany H legs shown are over your budget. Drop boxes
can be added at an extra cost of the parts plus £25 fitting fee.

Carry bags
This bag is made with very thick
strong plastic sheeting, from the
same material as is used on the side
of a lorry.

Code Colour Size Material RRP
LAB005 Dk.Green 180 x 90cm (6 x 3’) Felt £10.00
LAB007* Dk.Green 190 x 112cm (6’4” x 3’9”) Wool £70.00
LAB207* Dk.Blue 190 x 112cm (6’4” x 3’9”) Wool £70.00
LAB307* Burgundy 190 x 112cm (6’4” x 3’9”) Wool £70.00
LAB407* Green 190 x 112cm (6’4” x 3’9”) Wool £70.00

Layouts
Woollen cloth, as used by real casinos, with the standard
blackjack messages and 7 boxes for players bets. We also
stock 9 box layouts.
Felts are a much cheaper and slightly smaller option.

Dealing Shoes
Professional clear acrylic card dispensers
that  makes dealing up to 6 decks of cards
as smooth as in a real casino.

Blackjack Set
This pack contains all the basic components required to run your own blackjack game.

Code Type RRP
CAA104 Standard 2 deck £10.00
CAA104 Standard 4 deck £12.00
CAA106 Standard 6 deck £15.00
CAA196 High Quality  6 deck £25.00

Discard Holder
Stack several decks of discarded playing cards in the
securely or neatly in these holders.

Code Description RRP
TAB007 Dark Green £325.00
TAB207 Dark Blue £325.00
TAB307 Burgundy £325.00
TAB407 Green £325.00
TAB907 Customised £450.00
TAB002 Mahogany H legs £375.00

Code RRP
PAB444 £65.00

Code Type RRP
CAA212 2 deck with top £4.50
CAA214 4 deck with top £5.50
CAA216 6 deck with top £6.50
CAA206 6 deck no top £6.00

1 x Blackjack felt 180x90cm (72 x 36”)
4 x Packs of Used Vegas Playing cards
1 x 4 deck dealing shoe
1 x 4 deck discard holder
2 x Plastic Postillions / Cut Cards
1 x 350 capacity plastic tray

25 x Red Four Tab 11.5gm Chips No. 5
75 x Blue Four Tab 11.5gm Chips No. 10 
75 x Green Four Tab 11.5gm Chips No. 25
25 x Black Four Tab 11.5gm Chips No. 100

Code RRP
TBG210 £117.50

Basics of Winning Blackjack
In just one reading, easy-to-understand guide
shows you everything you need to know to
play. The rules and variations, the bets
available, the payoffs, and the strategies for
winning!
Code RRP
BOB002 £3.00

CAA206

CAA196

CAA216

CAA214

CAA212

*For 9 player layouts, change last 7 to 9 and add £10

TAB002

TAB007

*1 For upholstery colour
options refer to Page 4.
*2 For 9 box add £10
*3 Tray can be upgraded
to metal lockable for £75
including fitting.

Cloth Colour Options

Medium 
Green

Burgundy

Dark Blue
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Used Las Vegas Cards
Every day thousands of packs of high quality
playing cards are used for a short period of
play in real Casinos throughout the world.
Most of the American casinos re-pack and sell
these cards to the general public. Stock
varies so please check availability before
ordering a specific type otherwise we will
substitute the closest alternative.
All these cards are 62mm (2½”) wide.

Oversized Cards
A full brand new deck of playing cards 30 x 21cm (12 x 8”) - great
for your own game of higher or lower with the kids.

Playing cards & accessories
Bicycle Make
Bicycle playing cards are
made from a strong
cardboard material with
what they describe as an
Air-Cushion finish.
Cardboard cards are more
suited for blackjack but are
preferred by some poker
players. Magicians seem
particularly keen on this
brand for performing their
tricks. Measure 62mm
(2½”) wide.

KEM Brand
These cards are regarded by
many as the top brand in this
market. They are made of
cellulose acetate - an expensive
extruded material that has
excellent properties for plastic
playing cards. These are
available in dual packs of wide
62mm (2½”), 2 corner super
index, arrow design.

Automatic Card Shuffler
Neatly shuffle your cards using this funky little
device. Requires 4 x AA type batteries (not
included).

Star Design
These 62mm (2½”) wide
plastic playing cards are the
best we have found in the
market today. The thickness of
plastic makes them more
resistant to marking than any
other cards we have experienced,
They are extremely resistant to
liquid spills and handle very well.
Each wide pack comes shrink
wrapped in a cardboard tuckbox and
the standard 52 deck contains 2 jokers.

Code Colour RRP
CAN174 Red £2.25
CAN274 Blue £2.25

Code RRP
CAN931 £7.50

Code Colour Size Index RRP
CAN122 Red Wide Super £3.00
CAN200 Blue Narrow Standard £3.00
CAN222 Blue Wide Super £3.00

Code RRP
CAN072 £20.00

Code Capacity RRP
CAA604 1-4 Decks £9.00

Code Colour Type RRP
CAR703 Brown Bellagio £2.00
CAR403 Green Bellagio £2.00
CAR238 Blue Caesars £2.00
CAR131 Red Casino Royale £2.00
CAR231 Blue Casino Royale £2.00
CAR411 Green Golden Nugget £2.00
CAR240 Blue Las Vegas Club £2.00
CAR340 Pink Las Vegas Club £2.00
CAR133 Red Mandalay Bay £2.00
CAR109 Red Monte Carlo £2.00
CAR209 Blue Monte Carlo £2.00
CAR108 Red Paris £2.00
CAR208 Blue Paris £2.00
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� Personalised cards & cases
Personalised Playing Cards
There are three different options for you to choose from that dependent upon the urgency and the type of
material required.
1-2 weeks : We can only offer cardboard cards that are produced in the UK with a plain or fully printed tuck
box carton. Minimum quantity is 20. All decks are supplied as 52 standard court plus 2 jokers, standard index
but you can  personalise the court cards. 
3-5 weeks : This is a more cost effective option using our overseas factory that provides you with a better
quality cardboard or high quality plastic playing card. These can be shrink wrapped or provided in a tuck box
carton that you can personalise. You can choose between narrow 57mm (2 ¼”) or wide size which is 62mm
(2 ½”). The minimum quantity for cardboard is 500 and for Plastic 1000. All decks are supplied as 52 standard
court plus 2 jokers but you can personalise the court cards for an extra fee. The index can be standard, super
size or four corners. Additional cards (like hands of poker) can also be arranged.
Since there are so many different options please call for a quotation.

Playing Card Cases
A neat wood finished case for elegantly storing
2 decks of cards and space in the middle for 5
standard dice.

Plastic Card Cases
Safely store  your precious cards in these dedicated
clear Acrylic playing card boxes.

Code Capacity Size RRP
CBX157 1 88 x 57mm (3 x 2”) £1.00
CBX162 1 88 x 62mm (3 x 2½”) £1.00
CBX262 2 88 x 124mm (3 x 5”) £2.00

CBX162

CBX262

Code RRP
CBX822 £10.00

� Catering

Casino Card Suit Snack Tray
This is a plastic tray printed with card suits
around the edge, ideal for containing your
party snacks at any casino event. This tray
measures 36 x 26cms. (14 x 10”) 

Code RRP
CAT104 £4.00

Casino Card Suit Napkins
A standard large sized pack of 16 card suit
decorated luncheon napkins that when
unfolded measure 32.4 x 32.4cm (13 x 13”)

Code RRP
CAT105 £4.00

Casino Card Suit Party Plates
A pack of 8 card suit decorated disposable
cardboard plates measuring 22cm (8”) in
diameter. Code RRP

CAT102 £3.00

Mini Card Suit Snack Trays
A 10cm (4”) tray in the shape of a spade,
heart, club or diamond

Code Type RRP
CAT201 Spade £2.00
CAT202 Heart £2.00
CAT203 Club £2.00
CAT204 Diamond £2.00
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� Decorations

Latex Balloons
These 27cm (11’‘) diameter balloons supplied
in packs of 10 can be air or helium filled.
Prices shown are per balloon.

Confetti
A 14gm pack of metallic foil red
hearts and diamonds with black
spades and clubs.

Metallic Foil Balloons
These elegant top of the range
balloons require helium gas (not
included). Try your local party
shop or large supermarket store
to find a suitable disposable
party helium bottle that should
cost around £20.

Table Centerpiece
This 30cm (12”) tall display would
look great on any casino party
dining table.

Code Design Colour RRP
BAL110 Poker Party White £0.40
BAL127 Cards & Dice White £0.40
BAL927 Casino items Miixed £0.40

Wall Decorations
There’s now a great variety of fantastic looking cutouts to add the final finishing
touch to any casino themed party wishing to impress. 

Hanging Decorations
These double sided hanging decorations will add charm at your casino
themed party.

Dice Wax Candle
This candle will look the part in the centre of every
table at your casino event. Measuring 8cm3 (3”)

Code Type RRP
BAH004 Black Casino £2.50
BAH006 Red Dice £2.50
BAH008 Fruit Machines £4.00
BAH010 Texas Hold’Em £2.50
BAH401* Black Spade £2.50
BAH402* Red Heart £2.50
BAH403* Black Club £2.50
BAH404* Red Diamond £2.50

Code Size RRP 
CON014 8mm(¼”) £1.50
CON003 75mm (3”) £3.00 

Code RRP
DCT024 £5.00

Code Type Pack of Length RRP
DCH047 Cards, Dice & Dollar 1 61cm (24”) £4.00
DCH062 Dice Whirls 3 76cm (30”) £6.00
DCH063 Card Suit Whirls 3 76cm (30”) £6.00
DCH099 Card Suit Stringer 1 200cm (78”) £8.00

Code RRP
DCT118 £5.00

DCH047
DCH099

DCH062

Code Type Size RRP
DCW019 Casino Nights Themed Wall Covering 15 x 1.2m (50 x 4’) £12.00
DCW024 Fabulous Casino & Las Vegas Sign 165 x 85cm (65 x 33”) £4.00
DCW023 Pack of 8 Various Casino Signs 165 x 85cm (65 x 33”) £4.00
DCW075 Two Casino Themed Cutout Banners 100 x 49cm (39 x 19”) £6.00

DCW024DCW075

DCW019

DCW023

*Photos on front page

DCW024

CON014
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� Dice & craps

Wooden Dice Boat
Used to store the dice on a craps
table. Measures 18 x 9.5cm (7 x 4”)

Rubber Pyramid Rail
This item is found in real casinos at either end of a casino craps table.
Pitted with pyramids to ensure the dice are thrown randomly this item
measures 122 x 27cm (48 x 11”)

Slot Dice Game
Five 15mm (⅝”) dice with Orange, Cherry,
Bar, Double Bar, Triple Bar  & LOSE
symbols. Comes with instructions to play
a simple fruit machine based game. 

Used Precision Dice

Walnut Rattan Sticks
Used by a stickman to control the dice on a craps table. Measures
60cm (24”) in length

Brand New Precision Dice
A stick of 5 brand new
19mm precision dice,
foil wrapped. Suitable
for real casinos.

On-Off Dice Buttons

Craps/Dice
Felt cloth with craps/dice layout 180 x 90cm (6 by 3’)

Lots of 7’s
A  truly loaded pair of 18mm (¾”)
dice where the outcome will favour
more seven’s than statistically
normal.

DIA075DIA049

Code RRP
LAC011 £12.00

Code Colour RRP
DIC201 Red £1.00
DIC202 Blue £2.00
DIC204 Green £2.00
DIC206 Purple £2.00
DIC207 Orange £2.00

Code RRP
DIA311 £50.00

Code size RRP
DIA075 75mm (3”) £5.00
DIA049 50mm (2”) £1.00

Code RRP
DIA424 £15.00

Code RRP
DIC114 £3.50 Code RRP

DIC009 £3.00

The Basics of Winning Craps
Quoted from the back of this book:- In just
one reading, this easy-to-understand guide
shows you everything you need to know to
play. The rules and variations, the bets
available, the payoffs, and the strategies for
winning! Code RRP

BOC004 £3.00

Code RRP
DIA004 £9.00

Double Sided puck for
game of craps.

Code RRP
DIC501 £20.00

Authentic translucent
19mm precision dice that
have been briefly used in a
real American casino. Most
are usually stamped with a
casino logo.



Contact us
Acelink Communications Ltd. 
Unit 2, Fletchers Square
Temple Farm Industrial Estate 
Southend-on-Sea 
Essex SS2 5RN
United Kingdom
Email cat8@poker-shop.co.uk
Web www.poker-shop.co.uk

Phone +44 (0)1702 600670
Fax +44 (0)1702 600355

www.poker-hire.co.uk
Poker staff and equipment hire for

corporate entertainment, fundraising or
private celebrations.

www.croupierjobs.co.uk
A  developing site offering work

opportunities for trained croupier and self
taught dealers of casino and poker games.

www.poker-pals.co.uk
Gambling community site for all customers
of www.poker-shop.co.uk - Coming Soon

www.1stclasscasino.co.uk
For your fun casino hire needs contact us

0870 87 21 007


